
HOW DESIGNER MATERIALS 
CREATE NEW PRODUCT & 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

 
 

Material choices are often made to meet performance criteria. 
If it must be strong and lightweight, use titanium Lightweight, corrosion-resistant, and cost 
effective? Use aluminum. For high strength and low cost, use steel. This approach seeks 
to leverage the most valuable properties of common materials in their simplest form, 
keeping the cost and complexity of manufacturing down. But what if rather than material 
properties controlling performance, manufacturers could control material properties? 
Instead of function being bounded by natural material limits, what if we could change their 
traits to unlock new functions? 

 
It sounds like science fiction, but material scientists are already working to apply “designer 
materials” formulated to meet specific performance needs—and it could change how we 
design, manufacture, and use products forever.  
 
Creating advanced materials from common elements can lead to surprising results. 
Graphene, for example, is made from Carbon, and is known for its high strength and ability 
to conduct electricity with almost no resistance. This means it has high potential as an 
ultra-thin and ultra-efficient semiconductor, but it also means the flow of electricity across 
graphene is difficult to turn “off.” But by adding a second layer of graphene and applying a 
perpendicular electric field, bilayer graphene can be adjusted to stop the flow of current—
making it much more suitable for use in electronics manufacturing. 

 
These differences illustrate that the characteristics of advanced materials are not simply the 
sum of their component properties. At the Leiden Institute of Physics in the Netherlands, 
researchers are demonstrating that the key is understanding how material components 
interact. “Once we understand how this interaction works,” researcher Johannes Jobst 
suggests, “we can freely design materials tailored to specific needs.” 
 
For manufacturers, this idea that designer materials can transcend normal performance 
limits lowers constraints and offers new product and business opportunities.                  
 
Consider, for example, an airplane wing. In order to create lift, a wing must maintain its 
airfoil shape. But in order to control flight, it must have articulated planes to redirect airflow. 
This requires multiple surfaces, each with rigid shapes, and extensive hydraulics to move 
them about. But by studying material interactions, NASA is developing a way to control 
flight surfaces using a single plane. Using memory alloys—metals that can change and 
return to their original shape on demand—NASA is building aircraft wings where control 
surfaces and folding mechanisms are built in to the materials. The result is the ability to 
replace hydraulics and motors with simple actuators—narrowing wing profile and reducing 
component weight by 80%. That means better aerodynamics and fuel efficiency, making 
planes easier, cheaper, and cleaner to fly.  

 

But it’s not just airplanes and alloys. At the micro-scale, too, designer materials create 
capabilities that transform product design and performance possibilities. Chemists at the 
University of Chicago, for example, use femtosecond lasers to arrange nano-crystal atoms 
according to specific performance needs. By customizing atomic assembly, they can 
control functional characteristics of crystalline materials. This may be critical in 
industries from energy to electronics, as designers can unlock new ways to harvest 
solar power or deliver high-performance computing. 
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Ultimately, designer materials mean that performance no longer has to be limited by material 
properties; but rather, engineers may be able to change material properties to accommodate 
entirely new requirements.  
 
Capturing that opportunity, however, necessitates finding a way to integrate such materials—
and the tools to develop, manufacture, and use them—into a business plan. But thanks to 
pioneers like NASA and the University of Chicago, adoption isn’t far from reality.  
 
A 2012 open-access book by InTech, for example, provides a detailed technical guide to 
understanding, developing, and using nanocrystals as a part of material systems in 
applications from semiconductors to polymer-based composites. Likewise, advancements in 
computational technology are making it easier to tune the characteristics of metal alloys with 
modelling tools, reducing the cost and complexity of physically testing new materials. 
Together, this means that designer materials are beginning to make more realistic business 
sense. And for those looking to push the boundaries even further, there’s good news: the 
National Science Foundation has opened new funding for cutting-edge materials research. 
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